What does it take to make a heart?
Ever increasing advances are being made in our quest to understand what it takes to direct pluripotent precursor cells to adopt a specific developmental fate. Eventually, the obvious goal is that targeted manipulation of these precursor cells will result in an efficient and reliable production of tissue-specific cells, which can be safely employed for therapeutic purposes. We have gained an incredible insight as to which molecular pathways are involved in governing neural, skeletal and cardiac muscle fate decisions. However, we still face the challenge of how to direct, for example, a cardiac fate in stem cells in the amounts needed to be employed for regenerative means. Equally importantly, we need to resolve critical questions such as: can the in vitro generated cardiomyocytes actually functionally replace damaged heart tissue? Here I will provide an overview of the molecules and signalling pathways that have first been demonstrated in embryological studies to function in cardiogenesis, and summarize how this knowledge is being applied to differentiate mouse and human embryonic stem cells into cardiomyocytes.